Portable Diagnostic Display

For Burnham brand boilers equipped with the following control systems
- IQ Boiler Control
- Intelligent Hydronic Control
- Intelligent Oil Boiler Control

Control at your Fingertips…

- Accurate setup and troubleshooting
- Maximizes control system capabilities
- Intuitive menus – no scrolling!
- Uses text descriptions – no codes!

Easy and Convenient!

- Provides quick diagnosis, cause, and solution for error codes
- Polarized wiring harness provides easy, trouble-free connections to the boiler
- Rugged, powder coated steel case, also comes with handy pouch for protection and ease of transport

U.S. Boiler Part Number: 105917-01
See it all, Use it all.

By using the Portable Touchscreen Display you can unlock the full control and diagnostic capabilities of a Burnham brand boiler! A simple connection to the Intelligent Hydronic Control system or to the IQ control gives you a powerful yet easy-to-use diagnostic connection to the boiler.

**HOME SCREEN**
- Shows the four major categories for adjustment/information
- Displays boiler status, supply water temperature, and DHW status
- Programmed to flash red if trouble is detected – blinking buttons highlight path to diagnosis and/or solution

**HELP SCREENS**
- Displays information in complete sentences, not codes
- Information is broken into multiple pages, eliminates bothersome scrolling associated with other control systems
- Informational “(i)” button provides access to other status, detail, and adjustment screens

**STATUS SCREENS**
- Detailed graphical overview of measured information from boiler control system

**ADJUSTMENT SCREENS**
- Easy access to boiler control adjustments
- Boiler adjustment screens are password secured, preventing tampering

**DETAIL SCREENS**
- Provides comprehensive information for installed control components;
  - Outdoor reset
  - Limit and auxiliary high limit
  - LWCO
  - Zone controls & circulator status